
Ginger Joe
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GOOD FOOD - RALPH KYTE-POWELL - 26.01.15 - 90/100GOOD FOOD - RALPH KYTE-POWELL - 26.01.15 - 90/100

“Ginger beer on steroids.  A clear, golden drop with a pungent gingery, spicy aroma, sweet, spicy, warm fl avours a long 
sweet ginger aftertaste and a hefty dose of alcohol.  Ginger freaks will love it; others beware.”

WEST AUSTRALIAN - VIC CROSSLAND - 12.12.13WEST AUSTRALIAN - VIC CROSSLAND - 12.12.13

“Stone’s Ginger Wine is well known and now a new product of the ginger root (which inspired 18th century London 
greengrocer Joseph Stone to produce a drink) is here.  No wine, this time, just an aromatic, spicy, tingly, head-clearing, 
sip-or-quaff  entity to drink like ginger beer.”

DAILY EXAMINER - MAX CRUZ - 19.10.13 - 9/10DAILY EXAMINER - MAX CRUZ - 19.10.13 - 9/10

“Refreshingly feisty sparkling.....says the label and over ice is recommended, so have it at the Antarctic.  Give me this 
over apple cidar any day.”

QHA REVIEW - AUGUST 2013QHA REVIEW - AUGUST 2013

“Ginger Joe is a feisty, bottled ginger sure to refresh and impress.  Savour every sip with a hearty pub lunch or hot curry 
and make ice-toppled Ginger Joe your fi rst drink at your summer drinks party.”

COURIER MAIL - MIKE GRIBBLE - 13.08.13COURIER MAIL - MIKE GRIBBLE - 13.08.13

“Front to back, this bottle is a hoot.  From its muckabout label to the last blast of full-throttle fl avour, it mirrors the vibe of 
the new generation setting the standard at Angove’s. Stone’s doesn’t root around with ginger.  It belts the fl avour to the 
front stage.  And Joe errs on the side of sweetness to tame the gnarly heat of this ancient healer.  Big with an anodised 
orange glow, its bubbles are a conduit for the slight rasp within.  And it registers at 8 per cent alcohol on the wobble 
scale.  The modern marketing ties itself up in stories about old experiments that pointed Joe’s moustache to the moon 
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